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Post-treatment benign changes versus
recurrence in non-lymphoid head and neck
malignancies: can diffusion-weighted
magnetic resonance imaging end up the
diagnostic challenge?
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Abstract

Background: The aim of this prospective cohort study is to substantiate the added value of diffusion-weighted
magnetic resonance imaging (DW-MRI) over conventional MRI assessment in the differentiation between
locoregional recurrence/residual tumour and post-treatment benign changes in patients with non-lymphoid head
and neck malignancies.
Thirty adult patients, each with a suspicious lesion on post-treatment imaging scans at the primary site of a
previously treated non-lymphoid head and neck malignancy, were evaluated by MRI and diffusion-weighted
imaging (DWI). The apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) values of the lesions were calculated.

Results: Diffusion-weighted MRI yielded an accuracy of 90%, a sensitivity of 88.9%, a specificity of 91.7%, a positive
predictive value of 94.1% and a negative predictive value of 84.6%. The mean ADC value of the lesions was lower in
the “locoregional recurrence/residual tumour” group (1.08 × 10−3 mm2/s) compared to the “post-treatment benign
changes” group (1.95 × 10−3 mm2/s); P < 0.001. An ADC cutoff value of 1.43 × 10−3 mm2/s achieved the same
accuracy as the visual assessment by DW-MRI.

Conclusion: Incorporating the DWI sequence into the post-treatment imaging assessment protocol brings a
substantial added value to conventional MRI assessment in patients with non-lymphoid head and neck
malignancies. This valuable merit of DW-MRI can help avoid or, at least, largely minimize unnecessary or unfeasible
tissue sampling. An ADC cutoff value of 1.43 × 10−3 mm2/s can also be utilized to aid in the assessment process.

Keywords: Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging, Head and neck, Non-lymphoid malignancies,
Recurrence, Post-treatment benign changes, Apparent diffusion coefficient

Background
Head and neck cancers collectively represented around
7% of all newly diagnosed cancers worldwide in 2018 [1].
The usual pre-treatment radiological assessment for ma-
lignant head and neck tumours involves ultrasonography,

computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance im-
aging (MRI) [2]. However, in the post-treatment phase,
imaging assessment of lesions occurring at the primary
sites of previously treated head and neck malignancies can
be quite difficult owing to the potential distortion of the
already anatomically dense region as an effect of surgery
or due to post-radiation fibrosis. Furthermore, post-
treatment, tissues exhibit changes that can mimic tumour
recurrence on standard MRI techniques, thereby eliciting
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the need for biopsy as a conclusive method to reach a de-
finitive diagnosis [3]. Biopsy—being an invasive tech-
nique—can be erroneous or, in some cases, problematic to
the patient.
Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) relies on detecting the

motion of water molecules across tissues. The degree of dif-
fusion is affected by the composition of the tissue. A variety
of factors can, thus, play a role in determining the degree of
signal attenuation, e.g. degree of cellularity, integrity of cel-
lular membranes and possible pathophysiological events
happening to the tissue [4]. From different series with dif-
ferent b values, an apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC)
map can be generated with ADC values for each pixel of
the image. Malignant lesions are typically expected to ex-
hibit lower ADC values, whereas post-treatment benign
changes usually exhibit higher values [5].
Over the past few years, investigating the role of DWI in

evaluating possible tumour recurrences following treat-
ment of head and neck malignancies has been the focus of
several studies, with promising results. However, faulty
DWI interpretations still exist; variations in the ranges of
ADC measurements have been demonstrated by several
studies; and different ADC cutoff values, with different ac-
curacies, have been postulated in order to differentiate re-
current/residual malignant lesions from post-treatment
benign changes in the head and neck region [6–11].
Hence, research in this particular area is still ongoing in
attempts to end up the incompletely resolved diagnostic
dilemma of “post-treatment head and neck lesions”. To
help with this ongoing research, we carried out a pro-
spective cohort study in order to substantiate the added
value of diffusion-weighted MRI (DW-MRI) over conven-
tional MRI assessment in the differentiation between
locoregional recurrence/residual tumour and post-
treatment benign changes in patients with non-lymphoid
head and neck malignancies, as well as to determine and
investigate an ADC cutoff value that can potentially be
utilized to aid in the assessment process.

Methods
Thirty consecutive adult patients who underwent treat-
ment for non-lymphoid head and neck malignancies,
(surgery, chemoradiation or combined surgery and
chemo/radiotherapy), between October 2018 and Octo-
ber 2019, then each of whom developed a suspicious le-
sion on post-treatment MRI scans at the primary site of
the previously treated tumour, were enrolled into the
study. Patients were selected on the basis of strict inclu-
sion criteria (age of ≥ 18 years at the time of treatment
initiation; completion of treatment at least 3 months, but
not more than a year, before post-treatment imaging
scans were carried out) and exclusion criteria (head and
neck lymphomas: non-compliance to treatment and/or
imaging assessment). Informed consent was obtained

from all patients before any data or scans were gathered
or performed. The study protocol was approved by the
institutional Ethical Committee.
Patient factors (age, gender), anatomical locations of the

primary tumours, their histopathological types and types of
treatment received were all recorded. In all cases, conven-
tional MRI scans were performed along with DWI. The
scans were conducted on a Philips 1.5 Tesla MRI machine
using a head and neck surface coil. The conventional MRI
protocol included T1-weighted images (T1WIs), T2-
weighted images (T2WIs) and short tau inversion recovery
(STIR) images. The field of view (FOV) was 220mm. Diffu-
sion scans were acquired via a single-shot echo-planner im-
aging (EPI) setup at b values of 0–1000 s/mm3. All the
acquired images were used to generate an ADC map. T1-
weighted post-contrast images were then obtained using
gadoteric acid at an injection rate of 2ml/s. Regions of in-
terests (ROIs) were placed on diffusion-weighted (DW) im-
ages and copied to the ADC maps to calculate the ADC
values of the suspicious lesions. In every case, the ROI was
placed on the margins of the lesion, avoiding any necrotic
parts, to encompass the entire viable suspected tumour tis-
sue only. This process of measurement was repeated 3
times, and the average ADC value of the lesion was calcu-
lated. The sizes of the lesions were recorded as well. In
every case in this study, images were interpreted, independ-
ently, by two radiology consultants, each with more than 10
years of experience. Of the two consultants, one interpreted
all images in all the study patients, whereas the second var-
ied from one case to the other. The overall agreement be-
tween the reporting radiologists was 93.3% (28/30 cases).
Only in the case of dispute (2/30 cases), the opinion of a
third consultant was obtained. All the reporting radiologists
were blinded to the patients’ data (including location of pri-
mary tumours, their histopathological types and types of
treatment received) at the time of interpreting the images.
In all cases, the final definitive diagnosis of the nature of

the suspicious lesion was obtained by biopsy [whether using
flexible fiberoptic nasopharyngolaryngoscopy, fine-needle
aspiration cytology (FNAC) or open surgical biopsy] and
histopathological examination. Patients were then divided
into two groups [“locoregional recurrence/residual tumour”
group and “post-treatment benign changes” group]. The
mean ADC values of the lesions in both groups were calcu-
lated. Receiver–operating characteristic (ROC) curve ana-
lysis was then used to determine an ADC cutoff value that
can be utilized to predict the nature of the lesions. Data
was analysed using the Statistical Package for Social
Sciences (SPSS) software for Windows version 23.

Results
The study patients ranged in age from 23 to 72 years
(mean, 43.9 years), with a male-to-female ratio of 4:1.
The anatomical locations of the primary malignant head
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and neck tumours in the study patients included the
nasopharynx (n = 10), nose and paranasal sinuses (n =
7), oral cavity and oropharynx (n = 5), salivary glands (n
= 4), cheeks (n = 3) and larynx (n = 1). The histopatho-
logical types of the primary tumours included squamous
cell carcinoma (n = 21), sarcoma (n = 3), adenoid cystic
carcinoma (n = 2), mucoepidermoid carcinoma (n = 2)
and adenocarcinoma (n = 2). The types of treatment re-
ceived were surgery (resection of the tumour with or
without neck dissection) (n = 8) and chemoradiation (n
= 9), as well as combined surgery and chemo/radiother-
apy (n = 13) (Table 1). Post-treatment MRI scans were
requested in the study patients on the basis of symptoms
suggestive of recurrent disease and/or abnormal findings
on clinical examination (n = 12) or as a part of the post-
treatment follow-up protocol (n = 18).
In all cases, MRI scans revealed a suspicious lesion at

the primary site of the previously treated tumour. The
average sizes of the lesions in the study group ranged from
0.75 to 4.46 cm (mean, 1.88 cm). Biopsies [using flexible
fiberoptic nasopharyngolaryngoscopy (n = 19), open surgi-
cal biopsy (n = 9), FNAC (n = 2)] and histopathological
examinations revealed that 18/30 lesions (60%) were
“locoregional recurrence/residual tumour” and 12/30 le-
sions (40%) were “post-treatment benign changes”.
The imaging assessments that were based on magnetic

resonance (MR) images alone, (T1WIs, T2WIs, STIR

and post-contrast T1-weighted images), were able to
characterize the lesions correctly in 22/30 cases (73.3%)
(15 cases of “locoregional recurrence/residual tumour”
and 7 cases of “post-treatment benign changes”). How-
ever, in 8 cases (26.7%), an accurate correct diagnosis
was not reached. Hence, conventional MRI assessment
yielded an accuracy of 73.3%, a sensitivity of 83.3% and a
specificity of 58.3%. On the other hand, the imaging as-
sessments that were based on both MR and DW images
were able to correctly predict the nature of the lesions in
27/30 cases (90%). In 17/30 cases (56.7%), the lesions
showed noticeable restriction on DW images with corre-
sponding dark signal intensity on the ADC map. Sixteen
of those lesions were proven by histopathological exam-
ination to be malignant, locoregional recurrence/residual
tumour, whereas 1 lesion was proven to be benign, post-
treatment benign changes. In the remaining 13 cases
(43.3%), the lesions showed no or faint restriction on
DW images with corresponding high signal intensity on
the ADC map. Eleven of those lesions were proven by
histopathological examination to be benign, post-
treatment benign changes, whereas 2 lesions were
proven to be malignant, locoregional recurrence/residual
tumour. Hence, overall, DW-MRI yielded an accuracy of
90%, a sensitivity of 88.9%, a specificity of 91.7%, a posi-
tive predictive value (PPV) of 94.1% and a negative pre-
dictive value (NPV) of 84.6% (Table 2; Figs. 1, 2 and 3).
In 3/30 cases in this study (10%), the lesions were falsely

diagnosed by DW-MRI. In one of those cases, the diagno-
sis was false-positive, i.e. the lesion was wrongly inter-
preted as “locoregional recurrence/residual tumour”. This
lesion (0.91 cm), which represented benign post-
chemoradiation sequelae, exhibited restricted diffusion
with a dark signal intensity on the ADC map and a rela-
tively low ADC value. However, the pathology report of
the lesion biopsy came back as negative for malignancy
and determinate of its benign nature (Fig. 4). In the other
two cases, the diagnosis was false-negative, i.e. the lesions
were wrongly interpreted as “post-treatment benign
changes” while proven by histolopathological examination
to be malignant. Of those 2 lesions, one had a mixed sig-
nal intensity on DW images, and the majority of it dis-
played the appearance of liquefactive necrosis with
associated oedema. The average size of the lesion was
1.42 cm and its ADC value was higher than those of most
of other recorded malignant lesions in the study group.
The second false-negative lesion (1.31 cm) had a faint re-
striction on DWI and the corresponding ADC map, while
displaying the appearance of ill-defined sheets at the op-
erative bed. It is likely that tissue oedema had confounded
the assessment of that lesion in particular (Figs. 5 and 6).
In the “locoregional recurrence/residual tumour” group,

the ADC values of the lesions ranged from 0.81 × 10−3

mm2/s to 1.44 × 10−3 mm2/s (mean, 1.08 × 10−3 mm2/s),

Table 1 Description of the study patients (n = 30)

Number

Gender

Male 24

Female 6

Histopathology of the primary tumour

Squamous cell carcinoma 21

Sarcoma 3

Adenoid cystic carcinoma 2

Mucoepidermoid carcinoma 2

Adenocarcinoma 2

Anatomical location of the primary tumour

Nasopharynx 10

Nose and paranasal sinuses 7

Oral cavity and oropharynx 5

Cheeks 3

Salivary glands 4

Larynx 1

Treatment received

Surgery 8

Chemoradiation 9

Combined surgery and chemo/radiotherapy 13
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whereas in the “post-treatment benign changes” group,
the ADC values ranged from 1.15 × 10−3 mm2/s to 2.57 ×
10−3 mm2/s (mean, 1.95 × 10−3 mm2/s). Hence, the mean
ADC value was lower in the “locoregional recurrence/re-
sidual tumour” group compared to the “post-treatment
benign changes” group, and the difference was statistically
significant (P < 0.001) (Fig. 7).
Receiver–operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis

showed that, among the investigated ADC cutoff values,
the cutoff value of 1.43 × 10−3 mm2/s was the most ac-
curate for predicting the nature of the suspicious lesions,
with an area under the curve of 0.961 (Fig. 8). A diagno-
sis of “locoregional recurrence/residual tumour” was
made if the ADC value of the suspicious lesion was less
than or equal to the aforementioned cutoff value. An
ADC cutoff value of 1.43 × 10−3 mm2/s was able to cor-
rectly predict the nature of the lesions in 27/30 cases,
thus achieving the same accuracy as DW-MRI (90%), yet
with a sensitivity of 94.4%, a specificity of 83.3%, a PPV
of 89.4% and a NPV of 90.9%.

Discussion
In the postoperative or post-radiation phase, tissues at
the primary site of a treated malignant tumour exhibit
local changes (e.g. oedema, inflammation and fibrosis)
that can mimic tumour recurrence or residual tumour
tissue on MRI scans through eliciting high signal inten-
sity on T2WIs and post-contrast T1WIs [12]. Noting a
suspicious lesion at the site of a treated cancer on post-
treatment imaging scans often calls for further evalu-
ation of the said lesion through an invasive approach by
acquiring tissue samples for accurate histopathological
characterization of the nature of the lesion [13].
Diffusion-weighted imaging can offer an insight into

the cellular composition of scanned tissue through dis-
playing varying degrees of signal attenuation. Since
tumour tissues are typically more cellular than tissues
with post-treatment benign changes, differences in the
degrees of signal attenuation on DWI and in ADC values
are expected [13]. In the head and neck region, the use
of DWI is becoming increasingly popular nowadays as

Table 2 Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) assessment and combined qualitative assessment by MRI and diffusion-weighted
imaging (DWI)

Diagnosis Conventional MRI
assessment

Combined qualitative assessment by MRI
and DWI

Biopsy and histopathological
examination

Locoregional recurrence/residual
tumour

20 cases
15 true positive
5 false positive

17 cases
16 true positive
1 false positive

“18 cases”

Post-treatment benign changes 10 cases
7 true negative
3 false negative

13 cases
11 true negative
2 false negative

“12 cases”

Total 30 cases 30 cases “30 cases”

Results of conventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) assessment and combined qualitative assessment by MRI and diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI)
compared to the final definitive diagnoses obtained by biopsies and histopathological examinations
MRI magnetic resonance imaging, DWI diffusion-weighted imaging

Fig. 1 Pathologically proven recurrent squamous cell carcinoma of the tongue following surgical resection and adjuvant radiotherapy. a Axial fat-
saturated T2-weighted image (T2WI) showing an ill-defined lesion of intermediate-to-high signal intensity at the operative bed (right side of the
tongue). b Axial fat-saturated T1-weighted image (T1WI) post-contrast sequence showing faint, ill-defined, inhomogeneous enhancement of the
lesion. c Diffusion-weighted imaging (b1000) revealing the hyperintense pattern of the lesion. d Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) map
revealing the hypointense pattern of the lesion, with a mean ADC value of 1.21 × 10−3/mm2 suggestive of tumour recurrence
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opposed to the past where motion and magnetic suscep-
tibility artifacts were more pronounced [14].
In the current study, DW-MRI has proved superior to

conventional MRI assessment in terms of diagnostic accur-
acy, sensitivity and specificity (90%, 88.9% and 91.7% versus
73.3%, 83.3% and 58.3%, respectively). This largely supports
the notion that incorporating a DWI protocol in the post-
treatment imaging assessment of patients with non-
lymphoid head and neck malignancies could have a poten-
tially beneficial role in characterizing the nature of suspi-
cious lesions. The mean ADC value of the lesions was
significantly lower in the “locoregional recurrence/residual
tumour” group (1.08 × 10−3 mm2/s) compared to the “post-
treatment benign changes” group (1.95 × 10−3 mm2/s); P <
0.001. This finding is in consonance with the previously

published data which consistently reported that higher
ADC values would be expected with post-treatment benign
changes while lower ADC values would be expected with
recurrent/residual malignant lesions [6–9, 15].
The lesions were falsely diagnosed by DW-MRI in 3/

30 cases in this study (10%). In one of those cases, the
diagnosis was false-positive, while in the other two, it
was false-negative. In DWI, hypercellular tissue (e.g. ma-
lignant tissue) often exhibits high signal intensity on the
ADC map with high b values (e.g. b1000) resulting in a
low ADC value, owing to the limited extracellular space
with subsequent restriction to the motion of water mole-
cules. However, this does not mean that all tissues exhi-
biting high signal intensity on b1000 images are
malignant because signal intensity is influenced both by

Fig. 2 Pathologically proven recurrent spindle cell sarcoma of the left maxilla following chemoradiation. a Coronal T2-weighted image (T2WI)
showing a newly developed lesion of intermediate-to-low signal intensity at the left maxillary antrum and nasal cavity. b Coronal T1-weighted
image (T1WI) post-contrast sequence showing inhomogeneous enhancement of the lesion. c Diffusion-weighted imaging (b1000) revealing the
hyperintense pattern of the lesion. d Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) map revealing the hypointense pattern of the lesion, with a mean ADC
value of 1.01 × 10−3/mm2 suggestive of tumour recurrence

Fig. 3 Pathologically proven recurrent adenoid cystic carcinoma of the left parotid gland following parotidectomy and adjuvant radiotherapy. a
Axial T1-weighted image (T1WI) showing a well-defined lesion of low signal intensity at the operative bed of the previous left parotidectomy. b
Axial T2-weighted image (T2WI) showing the high signal intensity of the lesion. c Diffusion-weighted imaging (b1000) revealing the hyperintense
pattern of the lesion. d Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) map revealing the hypointense pattern of the lesion, with a mean ADC value of 0.96
× 10−3/mm2 suggestive of tumour recurrence
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the motion-probing gradient-induced signal loss and the
original T2-weighted signal. Hence, in benign tissue (e.g.
fibrous tissue), even in the case of strong signal decay, a
hyperintensity at b1000 may remain. This remaining sig-
nal at b1000, referred to as the “T2 shine-through” ef-
fect, is difficult to differentiate from the hyperintensity
observed in malignant tissues with restricted diffusion.

Such effect can be minimized by using higher b values, but
most often cannot be completely abolished [16]. This could
explain the false-positive case in the current study. On the
other hand, in recurrent/residual malignant lesions, the
relatively high ADC values that may lead to faulty interpre-
tations as “post-treatment benign changes”might be related
to the presence of oedema and post-radiation liquefactive

Fig. 4 Pathologically proven post-treatment benign changes following chemoradiation for nasopharyngeal carcinoma. In this case, biopsy and
histopathological examination revealed tissue fibrosis with no malignancy. However, the lesion was falsely diagnosed by diffusion-weighted
imaging (DWI), i.e. wrongly interpreted as “locoregional recurrence/residual tumour”. a Axial T2-weighted image (T2WI) showing an area of diffuse
thickening within the posterior nasopharyngeal wall, being more prominent on the right side, with intermediate signal intensity. b Axial T1-
weighted image (T1WI) post-contrast sequence showing inhomogeneous enhancement of the lesion. c Diffusion-weighted imaging (b1000)
revealing the hyperintense pattern of the lesion. d Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) map revealing the hypointense pattern of the lesion, with
a mean ADC value of 1.44 × 10−3/mm2 suggestive of tumour recurrence

Fig. 5 Pathologically proven recurrent nasopharyngeal carcinoma following radiotherapy. In this case, biopsy and histopathological examination
revealed nasopharyngeal carcinoma. However, the lesion was falsely diagnosed by diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI), i.e. wrongly interpreted as
“post-treatment benign changes”. a Axial T2-weighted image (T2WI) showing a left nasopharyngeal thickening, with high signal intensity. b Axial
fat-saturated T1-weighted image (T1WI) post-contrast sequence showing faint, inhomogenous, enhancement of the lesion. c Diffusion-weighted
imaging (b1000) revealing the intermediate-to-low signal intensity pattern of the lesion. d Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) map revealing the
mixed, intermediate-to-high, signal intensity pattern of the lesion, with a mean ADC value of 1.43 × 10−3/mm2; possibility of post-treatment
benign changes, rather than tumour recurrence, was considered
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necrosis [17]. This could explain the false-negative cases in
the study. Moreover, in the three cases that were falsely di-
agnosed by DW-MRI, the relatively small sizes of the le-
sions might have partially influenced the visual imaging
assessment outcomes.

Looking at the ranges of the ADC measurements in
this study, an overlap between the ranges of the two
study groups can be clearly noticed. This finding is in
consonance with the previously mentioned similar re-
search by Jajodia et al. [6] where faulty interpretation by

Fig. 6 Pathologically proven recurrent adenoid cystic carcinoma of the left maxilla following surgical resection and adjuvant chemoradiation. In
this case, biopsy and histopathological examination revealed adenoid cystic carcinoma. However, the lesion was falsely diagnosed by diffusion-
weighted imaging (DWI), i.e. wrongly interpreted as “post-treatment benign changes”. a Axial T2-weighted image (T2WI) showing a rather oblong
sheet of high signal intensity at the operative bed (left maxilla). b Axial fat-saturated T1-weighted image (T1WI) post-contrast sequence showing
faint, rather homogenous, enhancement of the lesion. c Diffusion-weighted imaging (b1000) revealing the intermediate-to-low signal intensity
pattern of the lesion. d Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) map revealing the mixed, intermediate-to-high, signal intensity pattern of the lesion,
with a mean ADC value of 1.39 × 10−3/mm2; possibility of post-treatment benign changes was considered

Fig. 7 Box and whisker plot. The plot shows the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) values of the suspicious lesions in the two study groups,
with most of the lesions in the “locoregional recurrence/residual tumour” group exhibiting significantly lower ADC values than those in the “post-
treatment benign changes” group
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DWI, as well as an overlap between the ranges of the
ADC measurements, has also been demonstrated. It is
hypothesized that this overlap could be due to the inclu-
sion of different anatomical locations as well as different
histopathological types of the primary tumours. Similar
overlaps were noted in other studies with different
tumour sites, as shown in the study conducted by Hein
et al. [10]. Possibly, with more data being gathered on
specific anatomical locations in the head and neck re-
gion, a more defined and accurate range of ADC mea-
surements—possibly also specific for each tumour
type—could be obtained. It is also worth pointing out
that, besides the varying anatomical locations and the
heterogeneity of the malignant tumours included, the
variability in the recorded ADC measurements between
different studies could also be attributed to the variabil-
ity in the ROI placement methods, where some authors
adopt the freehand tool while others rely on point or re-
gion measurement. Modifications to the DWI technique
have been suggested by some researchers in order to nullify
the equipment-related aspect of measurement variability.
Vidiri et al. [18] have suggested the use of smaller FOV for
a more accurate ADC measurement. Meanwhile, Koontz
et al. [11] have devised a tool to bypass the variability in the
ADC measurements they have tested, with promising
results. Several authors have also investigated the advan-
tages of using high b values (e.g. b2000) in the assessment
of post-treatment head and neck lesions [19–22].

Furthermore, it has been suggested that the overlap be-
tween the ranges of the ADC measurements can potentially
be patched by integrating the DWI along with positron
emission tomography/computed tomography (PET/CT) to
help in the assessment process. Alternatively, positron
emission tomography/magnetic resonance imaging (PET/
MRI) can serve as a replacement to PET/CT in the head
and neck region [23–25].
In the present study, quantitative assessment using an

ADC cutoff value of 1.43 × 10−3 mm2/s has proved to be
of similar accuracy as the visual qualitative assessment by
DW-MRI (90%), but with higher sensitivity and NPV. This
slightly disagrees with the recent series by Jajodia et al. [6]
which reported a slight difference in the diagnostic power
between ADC measurement and visual assessment by
DW-MRI, in favour of the latter. Yet, this difference might
have not been demonstrated in the current study due to
the relatively limited number of patients.
Fellow research groups had postulated different ADC

cutoff values in order to differentiate recurrent/residual
malignant lesions from post-treatment benign changes in
the head and neck, with different accuracies. Desouky and
colleagues [7] demonstrated 100% sensitivity and 74% spe-
cificity when using an ADC cutoff value of 0.96 × 10−3

mm2/s for differentiating recurrent squamous cell carcin-
omas from post-treatment changes in the region of the
larynx only. Other authors, however, proposed slightly
higher ADC cutoff values. For example, Vaid et al. [8]

Fig. 8 Receiver–operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis. The ROC curve analysis shows that the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) cutoff
value of 1.43 × 10−3 mm2/s was the most accurate for predicting the nature of the suspicious lesions, with an area under the curve of 0.961, a
sensitivity of 94.4% and a specificity of 83.3%
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attained 90.13% sensitivity and 82.5% specificity when
using a cutoff value of 1.2 × 10−3 mm2/s to differentiate
between a variety of post-treatment lesions at different
sites in the head and neck in a heterogeneous group of pa-
tients as regards the histopathology of their primary can-
cers. Similarly, an ADC value of 1.3 × 10−3 mm2/s
contributed to the best results when it was used as a cutoff
value by Razek et al. [9] (84% sensitivity/90% specificity)
and Jajodia et al. [6] (94% sensitivity/83.3% specificity).
The current study was not without limitations. Of course,

the small sample size was the main drawback. Other limita-
tions included patient heterogeneity, as regards locations of
primary tumours, their histopathological types and types of
treatment received, and selection bias, where some patients,
e.g. thyroid cancer patients, were not included in the sam-
pled population, while others, e.g. laryngeal cancer patients,
were included but in small numbers that do not accurately
represent their true incidence in the target population. This
bias was attributed mainly to the consecutive enrollment of
patients into the study.

Conclusions
Incorporating the DWI sequence into the post-treatment
imaging assessment protocol brings a substantial added
value to conventional MRI assessment in patients with
non-lymphoid head and neck malignancies and can have a
potentially beneficial role in evaluating possible tumour re-
currences/residual tumours in those patients. This valuable
merit of DWI can help avoid or, at least, largely minimize
unnecessary or unfeasible tissue sampling. Furthermore, an
ADC cutoff value of 1.43 × 10−3 mm2/s can yield similar re-
sults to the visual assessment by DW-MRI and can, thus,
potentially be utilized to aid in the assessment process.
Studies with larger sample sizes, more standardized proto-
cols and higher levels of patient homogeneity—as regards
anatomical locations and histopathology of primary tu-
mours—are still needed in order to bring about a more ac-
curate range of ADC measurements and, consequently,
more accurate and reliable results.
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